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ABS'IlONCI

lhis paper surveys the Computer environment in a developing counttry.

LeA.els of deelopmeni ale considered and the educational requirements

of countlics at various levels are discussed. Computer activities in

India, Burma, Pakistan, Brazil and a United Nations sponsored educational

center in Hungary are all described.



1. IN 110)1kIC I ICI%

the United Nations has developed many different indicator:, of the

level of development of countric. In the computer area, four levels of

activity corresponding to the country's use of computers have been defined

[(2), p. SO]. These are (1) Indtial, (2) Basic, (3) Operational, and

(4) AdvanLed.

At the initial level there are no operational computers in the

country. Most information about computer comes from salesmen.

At the basic level there is some understanding of computers in gove-rn-

ment operations. A fes computer installations have been established, and

there is some education and training in computer technology going on in the

country.

At the operational level there is extensive understanding of computers,

and there arc numerous installations, some of which have very large machines.

Centers for education and training in computer technology offer degree

programs in computer or information science.

The advanced level involves pervasive use of computers with much

government and administrative work being carried out by computers. There

are quality educational programs offering a complete ,..age of education and

training Professional societies have been established, and there is

participation in national and international meetings and other activities.

Many technologies have changed, or are in the process of being changed.

Computer education in developing countries may involve countries

at any one of the ak)ve level, For example, 1ra711 (see ,,ection 'e) is

1



clearly approaching the advanced category. At the same time they feel a

need to become more self-sufficient in their graduate programs in 'computer

science. Other countrie,, may have no computdrS or a few recent installations.
.

Here there is need for more training and advice at all levels, from opera-

tors to managers and from actual users to decision makers in government.

This last category, the decision makers, is particularly important.

A developing country is characterized by a sea:city of resources. Foreign

exchange is usually inadequate and that which is available must be spent

for he most important items. Therefore, the people who make decisions

about the allocation of resources must understand about computeKs. They

must understand about staffing requirements and about application areas

where the computer has the best chance of being successful at this .initial

stage of development. They must be able to realiltically evaluate the-

statements made by computer salesman, and thus obtain the'type of computer

system best suited to their particular needs.

As shown later in this report, there is a real need for a means, of

teaching computer techniques to students of smaller universities, and

technical schools. For example, the school system in India is the second

largest in the world (China is presumed to be first), but there are many

universities, technical schools, and research institutes without ready

access to computing. By using packet radio techniques low cost terminals

(costing $3000 to $5000) could be placed at such schools. Not only would

such terminals supply much needed computing capability at the smaller schools,

but such communication would encourage contacts between computer at

different institutions, and thus encourage teachers to stay more up-to-date

in their'fiolds.



The central facility supporting these terminals need not be a large

computer system. For example, there are mini-computers on the market, that

support a language called liAS1C, which would do the job. Such a computer

with adequate disk storage would cost on the order of $100,000.

Some persons will say that there is no hope of establish mug radio

communication in a, developing country. "These opinions arise from restric-

tions on radio transmission usually established by the local Military.

However, recently, in Just such an environment, a mineral resources project

needed to do an aerial survey. The local counterparts working on the

protect said it could not be. done that peimission could not be obtained.

The appropriate military official was contacted and approval was immediate

the military people wanted the experience. Needless to say, a foreigner

must operate with discretion under such circumstances, and it rs most

important to get Al parties involved in the project.

rS
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2. APPROPRIAM COMPU1LR bRILNIED C/RRICULA

The curricula appropriate for an educational institutiP.1 in a

kleveloped country may not he optimaim for a developing country. l or exaople,

it may be important to teach "professional" subjects in order to pH:pie

people to work in the- field as soon as possible, At the same tire, and a-,

resoulccF Fzrmit, it is Important to develop university program:, to pro-

vide more advanced training.

In fact, it is necessary to establish "pipe-lines", in both technical

schools and universities, which will supply a continual stream of trained

persons to take care of the future needs of the country. Until this

done the developing country will find itself spending foreign exchange to

educate its computer people z-.')road. Besides taking valuable forcin exchange,

this may cause "brain-drain" problems, and runs the' risk of having the

training not being ideally suited for the home environment. Another risk

is that the candidate may elect no to take op the position for which the

training was intended. Some countries require "bonding" to encourage the

trainee to follow through, stipulating that a certain number of years must

be spent on the job after training has been compAted. On the other hand,

careful planning is necessary to properly use the people who have been

educated abroad so that their skills can be optimally utilized.

The United Nations report [(2), pp. 17 -20] eivides the educational

requirements of a country into four categories:

(1) Education of decision-makers, managers, and computer systems

analysts.

(2) Naming of autol-tLic (1,1ta proct-:,,In MP) ,



(3) Training of systems programmers.and applications progiirmer,,

(4) Training of engineers, technicians, and operators.

General mangcrs and decision-makers need good orient e: con

which tell them realistically what computers can do for them an,.i dt the

real costs are. fre,tuently, such seminars are provided by 1.endJis and miy

be somewhat biased in their approach. Since the developing countiv usually

has none or fee, computer experts it may be accessary to send some bee

pcuple abivad for such training.

Computer s)stems analysts are concerned with the structure anl

mechanisms of organi:ations. Knowledge about economics, labor-mande,Lt

relations, operations research, and systems analysis ale all important.

Only a few developing countries' will he able to be self - sufficient ia these

areas.

The ADP manager mu,t understand computer systems and be Able to

evaluate proposed hardware-software configurations. he must, also, he able

to adequately deal with employees, users, and vendors. After pri!liminal)

training, on-the-job experience for this person is impor'tant. Here the

vendor of the Computer system may offer help.

A systems programmer should be able to write special-purpuse

programs or adapt existing software systems to specific requirements of

a particular computer center. lie needs to be able to correct errors in

systems programs. Most vendors have training programs in this area.
.40

Sometimes the vendor, as part of the installation contract, supplies an

expert for peiods up to a year. Local personnel can serve an "dppientice-

shi p" h th c \port .



Applications prugrammers must he experts in user (1(Tin,

COBOL, PL/I, etc.). Computer applications span such a broad -pectrum that

no one individual can be an expert in all are;'s. Therefore, the appli,atio,1,,

programer must understand computing very well and be able to talk to t],(2

user (the expert in the specific field) and sl4ow him hov, to use the eoLptit<_r

to sole his'problems.

Operators can be trained on-the-job by concentrated short courl-c.

Ingineers and technicians require much more sophisticated tiaining. If the

vendor supplies maintenance, there may be no need for this category of

training. flits is an important factor for a developing country to consider.

How does a developing country start? If it is a first computer

installation then.assistance frZim the vendor is the easiest way to train

operators and systems programmers. If there arc other installations in

the country then employees- may be assigned to one of those for training.

Short concentrated courses are very valuable in the initial stages

of developing computer usage. Such a course may last for two weeks and

require the full time participation of the student. The main thrust will

be the introduction of the student to a computer language (like !OMAN).

In one approach, during the first hour the student is shown a simple

program which computes a table-of squares and cubes. He is introduced to

a keypunch, and he punches aad tries to run this program. Immediately,

he learns the inflexible aspects of computer languages--that you have to

stay it all and you have to say it right or the computer won't "understand"

it. Also, the discipline of punching cards carcfully is quickly Itained.

01.er tL( two week period some Iccture4 in elemntal\ nnm ilkal

ri



analysis are given. The main purpose, however, is to remove any mysticism

associated with computers, to teach the student that lie must spell out

computational procedures carefully, that the computer will do ne mor( than

the user is smart enough to tell it to do, that once a computat lona! al-

gorithm is checked out that it can,be expected to perform the s..iy,e way

each time it is run, and that problems involving large amounts of data

must have ways to be checked to verify that all procedures (both Elanual

and computer) are performed properly, and that the data itself is correct.

In a developing country such courses will enable the identification

of candidates for further training. Operators and potential sstcris and

applications programmers may be recruited from the graduates of such

classes.

The next step is a one year diploma course covering topics in

information and computer science. Starting with a one-year diploma ccurse,

instead of Ipmediately estabiisning majors or graduate programs in

computer science, has several advantages. This procedure causes lec,s

impact en the traditional educational structure and yet provides formal

recognition of the training to which the candidate has been exposed.

Also, this scheme provides additions to the wo

71(

force without too ouch

delay. It is, in addition, a ye-training mechanism for those who would

like to change Into the computer area from other disciplines or activlties.

Students may he selected from graduates in mathematics,

or engineering discipline, The topics covered should include conTlitAtIonal

mathematics, tne logical dcsign of computer sy,,tem,,, computrr- 1 ito,,m1,

and their tm.ar:lation, and operating systems. Howeler, the FrOtATIf r

I
I
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really learns his flack: by "doing". Thus, any formal education, sm.h as

described above, should be followed by an apprenticeship in an operating

computei center under an experienced programmer:

Ior the first installation in a country, such apprenticeship

training has to be obtained abroad or visiting experts must be brought

in. Sending the trainee abroad is generally cheaper than bringing in

the expert, because of the difference in salary levels. However, the

visiting expert can train several people, and can assist in other ways

(advising, planning curricula, and helping with difficult customer

problems in the applications area). Also, the trainee suffers no cultural

shock and is not attracted by foreign environments. In some cases a

combination of the two methods may be desirable.

8



3. COlIPIT1 11 l(r., i

the first priority for computing in devcloping countil:

the educational area. In erder for the countr to rationall\

cumputel usage it needs a body of well trained professional,, and pr,

Obeli will supply the personnel needs as computer usage grows.

Historically, the early installations in educational institute,,

hive been small batch processing systems. In recent years, small time

(costing approximately $100,000) ha%e been available.

Howcer, in the developing cotintry the first computer installat,,

must serve all kinds of users. For example, the computer rust do data

processing as well as satisfy the educational requirements. lhoretore,

small hatch systems have been almost universally used in initial instalial

An exception is seen at the Indian Institute of ;Management at Ahledabad,

Inida (see section 5h) .

Remote terminals on a larger computer have not been popular in

developing countries because of communication difficulties, frequently

there is a shortage of trunk lines which makes it difficult to establish

connections when desired. Alternate means of communication (_much as paclut

radio) could rake a real difference. This would allow small, schools to

have a terminal on which students could learn to compute.



I. l'i:OBLI M All AS

the initial establi!diment of computer activities involves a 'umbel

of problems. Leadership is needed. Someone who is technically competent

and strongly motivated is required. This person needs suppe' Jci

to obtain the le.ources 1 _cessary to acquire staff and coral a a 1 ths .12 C .

The success or failure of a computer installation depends ver. strongh

upon finding this individual. Even if there is good foreign technical

port, if there is no leadership among the nationals then the compute!

activity will have difficulty in succeeding. The author has personal I\

bier in%olved with a computer center in a developing country where the

inability to cut through the "red tape" involvv. in acquiring a Compcttlit

leader has limited the development of the computer activity. 'this is

true in spite of more than adequate foreign financial support, foleIgn

technical assistance, and adequately trained and experienced local staff.

With adequate leadership there is still the problem of how to__

acquire computer hardware. The cases referred to --i-n section 5 had help from

the United Nations, the Ford Foundation, and from the U. S. Agency for

Inteinational Development. If outside help is not obtainable, then the

country has to decide whether there is foreign exchange available fol.: the

purpose.

Customs procedures and autiesarequite often designed to discourage

the cspenditure of foreign exchange. In some cases importation is foi

hidden and in others Importation is discouraged by making the duty

exhorhitant. ,ifice computer components and supplies (like rec+=, of 1'.111t( tic

t op, ) often 1 rtpos -,, h 1 e to acquire locally in a develop 1 ti; L oun 1 r)



this can be an extremely serious problem.

Ilion 'here is the pioblcm of what hardware to buy. Pic

salesmen w I "push" his own product, being careful not to

airy shortcomings it may have. Each will make glorious promises about

future support in area!, of programming, making manuals available,

obtaining applicitions programs. The buyer should check on how thc

his performed at other in.--/allations that he has made under similai

circumsthnces.

Perhap, of even more importance than the capabilitN of the in

installation is the ability of the vendor topsupply spare parts and

provide adequate maintenance. Of course, it is mo:tt important that the

countr plan to make foreign exchange available for supporting tits carat 1-

nued operation and growth of the computer center.

After a computer has been decided upon and installed, there Jre

often $trious technical pioblcms that must he overcome. One of the-k 1,

an adequate power supply. In developing countries power distributiou

systems may not have surplus capacity. Since they require imported equip-

mint, most generally the existing systems minimally supply the current

needs of the country. Regulation is poor, and feeder lines tend lo be long,

leading to excessive voltage drop. Heavy loading may cause excessive

voltage fluctuations. In order to avoid burning out electric lightt, these

variations arc set to be on 'the low side.

Most power consumption in the developing country occurs with

lights and electric motors. This means that even if the gencidtin

equipmelit w.i, initally designed to maintain "stAndard" ftc bone tits m'
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is little incentive to maintain it in adjustment.' Since the need is not

there, little effort is made to keep the generating equipment peilorming

to the original standards. This means that in nearly all cases coiTuter

installations need voltage regulation. This is riot too !ifficult a ni,hIcH

to as voltage regulators adequate for the job are easily ,1,tilahle.

Of eeurse, expenditure of foreign exchange is probably required, hhich as

noted earlier, carries its ohn set of problems.

If the frequency is not hell controlled, then the regulator must

be more elaborate (expensive), requiring more extensive equipment. lilts

may require a motor generator system with controls for both)freouency

and voltage.

It was this type of system in which the alternator burned out in

Rangoon (see section Sa). This caused a shutdown of the equipment for

several weeks as the vendor would honor the guarantee, in the circumstances,
r

only if the alternator has shipped back to England for,,vwiring. Later

it was discovered that a heater had not been connected which was designed

to keep the alternator harm enough so that it would not "sweat" when the

system was not in use. Whether this was the real cause of failure is not

actually known.

A particularly annoyilfg practice in power companies in developing

countries is that of turning off the power without notice. Since most of

their users just start hhere they left off when the power comes on ,q,d111,

few complaints are generated. However, for a computer. IS is catastrophic

for the job in process, and sometimes leads to loss of files in

lelephone systems suffer fur many of the same reasons the potsr

syi,tems in a developing country. Since maximum covylai,,e at lul
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is ntec,',i,y, of the lines for voce is marginal. littnetiote,

the number of tiuld lines from one exchange to another is minit al. the

result is that the tiller may get a busy signal, not becai,c the dt,,tinitlon

phone is in use, but because all trunk lines between the two points are

busy. Thp, presents a very serious problem. As long as some Lind of

power is a\allable, the voltage regulation and frequency control problems

discusced above can he solved locally at the installation. Telephone

communication problems are another matter. The level of computer u -c by

itself, would not justify expenditure for additional trunk line_s or

improved repeater amplifiers.

Supplies are another problem area. Not only arc they often

difficult to obtain, requiring foreign exchange and import permits, but

they often need to be handled 1%ith extreme care. runched cards ire ,arch

an example. These must he carefully manufactured (so that the Lird

reader will feed them one at a time), and they must be handled cirefully

in shipment. For instance, they must not be allowed to get wet. At the

computer center they must be stored under controlled temperature and

humidity. Few other products handled by shippers, warehouse people, etc.,

have to be as carefully handled.

"'
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5. CASE SIUDILS

Case studies are idered of the following computer c(ritel-:

(a) The Unitersities' Computing Centre, Thamaing College f,:-

Rangoon, Burma.

(h) Indian Institute of 'Lniagement, Ahmedabad, India. 1

(c) Indian Institute of lechnology, Kanpur, India.

(d) University of Islamabad, Islamabad, Pakistan.

(e) three universities in Brazil,

(f) International Computer Education Centre, Budapest, Htr:a:.

(a) Univers;'ties' Computing Centre

Thamaing Coll?ge Campus,

Rangoon, Burma.

In 1970 UNLSCO approached the University of California relative

to a technical assistance project in Rangoon. The final contract was

signed in February of 1973, and is to run for four years.

In contrast to the Computer Centers in many developing (uuntrlo

the initial Burmese staff leadership was excellent. The senior people

had been trained in England or in the United States (at Stanford Univer-

sity). The director, Dr. Chit Swe, is a competent mathematician and has

done an excellent job in setting up the center.

The computer (an ICE 19(i3), which was acquired with W,Pcm

funding, was installed in February of 197!) and operation b(on vety.

1 I c-,1 in ory, except foi cony rumor },,enerator trouble-, nc, not 01 in on 4.
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'lice center i teaching various short courses and has established

.1 diploma Louise ill ( 0: :.t 'lL iLnce. [les (lc s the educati ona : ; Iog1'a'

there is extensive interest by various government activities in using

the computer. A frisitcning t.O. is the processing of the data fur the

Burmese cons us. %%Inch %.,is taken in 1973. (This is the first census :-,in Le

Burma became indepenAnt.)-

It is much too early to measure the quality of this program.

Hol,ever, it is off to a good start. The quality of the director and his

senior people promise high probability of success.

(b) Indian Institute of Management,
-

Ahmedabad, India.

With help from the Ford Foundation, the Institute of Managemcnt

acquired a Hewlett-Packard time-sharing computer. The system has both

teletype terminals and CRT displays. The primary user language is BASI(1.

(lhe small time-sharing computer system, using Hewlett-Packa-d or Digital

Equipment Corporation hardore,is an ideal low-cost way of giving real

experience to students.)

The leadership of the computer activity has been in the capable

hands of J. G. Krishnayyd. He has recruited staff and developed currcula

with emphasis on management information systems.

They have a one-year diploma course in Informatics in Business and

1. The original BA(-HC tNas developed at Dartmouth. It is similar to ImMN.
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Government. The program includes courses on Business Systems, Operational

Analysis, Management Information Systems, Computer Systems,

Behavior, System Design, Logistics and Large System Analysis, and romputcr-

based information Retrieval Systems.

lo get some feel of a.specific program in a developing countty it

is worthwhile to look at this program (see ref. 7). Mr. Krishnayya looks

at the U. S. programs and says that they are developing "new .

who will specialize in the system development function." He sa:,s managt-

ment education is stressing decision making using existing accounting flows

and the computer scientists are concerned with hardware/software to the

exclusion of application utility and economic viability. Therefore, in

the programs, there has been a push toward an interdisciplinary curriculum

(see ref. 8) aimed at producing professionals who are "user-oriented,

application-wise, . , and con'cious of 'changing hardware limits and syl,tem

potentialities." On the other hand, he says, "European countries ... are

reserving University type training for a very few specialists ... and

pr7ide graded work-a-day skills ... through a series of short coursff, ..."

with certification as the person gains experience. With this background

he proposes to offer a post-graduate course covering the following subjects:

(1) Organizational functions -- the process of running an enterprise.

(2) Operation analysis and modeling analytical and simulation tools

useful in system design.

(3) Human and organlLational behavior organizational structure,

impact of information systems, the process of organizational

change.

(4) (omputer system,; -- hardware/software system :; and opciatin), yten'..



(S) Information analyst and system design -- data bQse concepts,

system etility, mAnagerial aspects.

Information structures and files -- data management, security.

(7) Logistic and administrative systems accountability, audit

trails, information retrieval.

(8) Real-ime and on-line systems -- data communications, reservation

-systems.

(9) System design project.

c) Indian Institute of Technology,

Kanpur, India.

The Indian Institute of Technology at Kanpur came into existence

as a joint effort of the Government of India and nine American Univercities2

under contract to the U. S. Agency for International Development. Thi!,

was one of five such Institutes. The Soviet Union assisted IIT/Bombay,

West Germany--IIT/Madras, and the United Kingdom--I1T/Delhi. -There had

been earlier United Nations support for IIT/KharagpUr (near Calcutta).

first installation at Kanpur was in 1963. The computer was

an IBM 1620 with 40K digits of memory and three tape drives. Risks were

not available when this system was ordered.

2. California Institute of Technology

Carnegie-Mellon University

Case hestern Reserve University

Ma,sachusetts Institute of Iechnology

Ohio State Untversit

Princeton Univer!tt,,,

Purdue University

University of Calif-11'mila

Univerity of :11Lhtit,an

17
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The computer was shipped from New York, to Kanpur on a aart(1(d

DC; (the plane had othcr ,ciciitific equipment on it) . Ih plane la:d(d

in New Pellit for customs clearance only to discover that no ranife,

available The customs office "gave up" and said to take it to iapp:11

and "let him know what was on the plane." The commercial airport.at

.Kanpur would not handle a DC7. Howcver, permission was obtained (aftel

some negotiation) to use the military airport at Kanpur, and using

borrowed military ikk-lifts we transferred the equipment from the plane

to trucks working beween mon.;oon showers.

India collects road taxes at tax gates on the highwa)s and there

was one such gate between the airport and the Institute Campo,. hath(r

than face,the paper work involved in paying road taxes with funds

we borrowed an Indian Air Force truck to lead the convoy. he bree:ed

through the tax gate with horns blowing before the tax inspector had

figured out what was happening.

At the Institute we had to unload the computer into unfinished

computer quarters. There was wet plaster on the walls and watcr standing

on the floor. Getting the computer from the tikuch into the unfinished

building with only man power available was a memorable experience.

Checking on crates, which we didn't dare open because of the

environment, we decided that we weft short one single phase frequency

converter - regulator. The computer was 60 cycle equipment beLau,a2 of

"Buy America" re-,trictions on 11c,AID fund>. India is 50 cycle. In an

IBM 1620 the tape 1,, 3-phase and the CPU ph'(,, A 3-

cfverter VJS 11112111Jod, Lilt no pha,c. Stvcl.tl cahlt to
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lork established that WI was responsible. Within a week they located a

,,ingle phase converter in Germany and air-freighted it to Delhi. Rut we

had no import license! With the cooperation of the custom's officials,

it was consigned as personal property to the administrative officer of

the project.

With all these. troubles we were still able to "power-up" the computer

approximately two weeks after itc arrival in Kanpur.

The point of this story is that the process of installing a computer

in a developing country will frequently involve a variety of problems which

would be of no consequence in a developed country. However, in a developing

country any one of these may become a major problem.

The author and two other American computer experts3 arrived on the

campus the first of July of 1963. There was no Indian counterpart staff

during that first year. However, operating staff was recruited and the

Americans gdve four two-week intensive courses open to people from any place

in India.

These courses were so successful and well received, that since then

there have teen two to four such courses given each year, including the

current one. Ihese courses built up a cadre of users located at ()titer

academic institutions and in the government. At the same time numerical

computation was taught to the local students.

Both in the short courses and in the ITT courses a "hands-on"

philosophy was used. At the end of the first lecture the student wa,,

3. ProfeS',C)C I C) rind n Act on and Dr. Irving R ab now it Prikk clon 1Ii:iV i ity.



expected to punch up a IORFRAN program, debug, and run it.

In due course an In 7u44 with disk and tapes was itil,tallud in

the computer center. This system is now operating at near saturation.

During the ten years of the USA participation in the program

there were five Americans helping in the computer area. Initially, the

computer center was under Professor Kesavan. When he left India to go

to the University of Waterloo in Canada, Dr. V. Rajaraman (Li.. degpve

at U.C. Berkeley) became director of the Computer Center. It vas,

Dr. Rajaraman's vigorous technical leadership and administrative ability

that helped make IIT/Kanpur the leading school in Computer Science in

India.. Certainly, the support of the first director, Dr. P. Kelkar, and

the current director, Dr. M. Muthana, were also significant in making the

computer program successful.

Another factor that should not be overlooked is the contribution

of American visiting experts in other departments at ) 1anpur. These people

were used to heavy use of computers in their home environments, so they

encoti-aged their Indian counterparts to "become computer conscious."

The characteristics of the Kanpur program which contributed most

in making it a success are the following:

(1) Most important, a first class Indian was found to lead the program.

He not only developed a good service facility at the computer

center, but he 41 so establiThed a good academic program, and a

research program in. omputer science (with publication, in such

journal; as the MI Transactions on Computers).

(2) llwre ma) have hecn A thIc-,hold uflect, ih that a number

.4 3
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of American visitors, and the re>iuitin4; of many Indians from

Western institutions, established (transplanted) a significant

interest in computing.

Graduates of Ilf/Kanpur are moving out to other institutions in

India. For example, people from Kanpur are involved in setting up the

regional computer center at IIT/Madras.

P

d) University of Islamabad

Islamabad, Pakistan

The Pakistan Commission on National tducation proposed the creation

of two new universities in 1959. One of those came into existence in 1964,

and in 1971 construction was begun on new buildings on a new campus in

Islamabad. Courses had been started in temporary quarters in Rai%alpindi.

With help from the Ford Foundation the University of Islamabad

acquired an IBM 360/44, which was installed in September of 1972. With

visiting staff, supported by UNESCO, they started a series of intensive

courses and a one-year diploma course is currently underway.

Pakistan is interesting because the relatively free economy has

allowed institutions such as banks to establish major computer centers.

The shortage of trained personnel has pushed up salary levels in the

private sector, making it difficult for government institutions and uniAer-

sities to hire competent people. Thus, the most significant'factor in

the development of the computer activity at the University has been the

lack of technically competent, agressive leadership.

17



the war with India and the retirement of the vice-chanc.11or hae

also sened to delay the development of tie program. Rccentl, a no.

vice-chancellor has been appointed, and she is taking decisive 1,0%.s to

Improve the situation.

e) Three Universities in Brazil

There are three universities in Brazil which aic particularly

active in the Computer Science area. These are University of Sao Pdolo

the Federal University of Rio de Jan, iro, and Catholic Universit of

Rio de Janeiro. Catholic University has been active for the lolo,e,t

time, having, in cooperation with IBM, established the Rio Data Cc,nter.

The main growth of computing 411 Brazil has occurred since 197.

The National Academy of Science report (3, page 76) reports there are 6)

(in 1971) computer installations in Brazil with forty installations being

located in thirty-one universities and research centers. In contrast to

some other countries, training facilities and undergraduate level programs

already exist. However, there is a serious need for a few doctorial level

programs which can prepare people to teach in the other iostitutiens.

such training is currently done abroad at substantially extra cost to

Brazil.

Most

Recommendations for improving computer science education III Brazil

(see ref. 4) include the following:

A. Lach of the above Universities should plan for the continuous

presence of foreign experts. These individuals -;hould l,c recog-

ni:ed exp(lt,, 111 their area,, of iTeclall:atIon. the iir,uld ,Tend
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at least one year in Brazil. For each expert a local group ,alould

be identified ,1a) can iAork with him and sustain the acti,it:, t

-.she lcaves (4, page 1).

B. Summ:i 1st1tutcs should be held at the three Univei-Atics ,ith

participation fro..1r the whole computer co;munity.

should be used to stimulate research programs and to improl.e the

clul.ty of teaching in the other institutions (4, page 3).

C. Overseas training should be continued (4, page 4) .

It is clear that computer usage and educational programs are i.c11

estahlished in kra:11. For example, intensive courses on computing

(mainly I.ORTM, BASIC, COBOL) have been given to nearly 8000 student,

at lust one of t e univer sties mentioned (4, p. 4 of Part 111).

f) International Computer Education Center

Budapest, Hungziry

The Central Statistical Office of the Hungarian Government estah-

lished a comput. r training center. This became a national trainrn,; center

and, in January 197', became the International Computer Lducation Center

with support from the kilted Nations Development Program.

The center nas a dominant position in Hungary for training comLitel

profcssionals. It al,,o offers courses for computer technicians and general

introductory (adult extele,lon-type) courses.

rhe center also ha', an active public.:tion program. It has prodnieci

mo.t t>f tin tin n;,1 » (-11 tilt ti 111c iin,i
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program (see 6, page 2) .

The objectives of the UNUP support of the project include

A. The procurement of a centralized educational Computer fa,,lity and

an educational computer network system.

B. To identify course requirements depending on needs of central and

local governments.

C. To develop course curricula for all levels of education for

1) teachers of computer science

2) specialists in applied computer techniques

3) managers of computer facilities, and

4) non-specialist users of computers.

D. To perform research in educational methods.

L. To provide facilities for a limited number of qualified foreign

students from developing countries.

1. To identify requirements for training of students from developing

countries.

G. To conduct seminars and training for students from developing

countries.

H. 10 organize and host international symposia in computer training.

The center will acquire in 1974 an IBM 370/145 and there will be

provision ,f .pr time-sharing and for remote terminals,

this activity is just coming into hence and it is much too

t.irl to assess its level of performance.
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